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            Annie Leibovitz 

 

Annie Leibovitz is an American portrait photographer. She has been published in many 

outlets and worked for many celebrities. She was John Lennon’s personal photographer, 

following him around until the day he died. She was the first women to hold a photo gallery at 

Washington’s National Photo Gallery. Annie Leibovitz truly changed the art of photography and 

how it’s viewed forever. 

 

Annie Leibovitz was born in early October in Connecticut. She took her first photos at a 

military base her father was stationed at. She took the soldiers pictures while on duty. Although 

she went to school and majored in painting and art, she honed on her photography skills while in 

Israel. When she moved back to the United States, she took up a job as a photographer for 

Rolling Stone Magazine. Throughout that job, Leibovitz sought after intimate portraits with a 

subject. She wanted to show their soul through the photograph taken. She eventually turned into 

the touring photographer for The Rolling Stones. “The photographs she produced as she traveled 

and lived with the Stones have been called "some of the most eloquent images ever made of the 

world of Rock and Roll." [As quoted by “The Rolling Stone” magazine itself] That was her 

chance to express her style of her own photography. The intimacy of the subject. Her most 

famous photograph from the tour was a photo of Mick Jagger, alone, in an elevator. She 



introduced the popularity of the Rules of Composition. During her time at the magazine, she was 

introduced to John Lennon. Her job was to take a straight on portrait of John alone for the cover. 

However, he insisted that his wife was in the photo too. This was controversial, they were both 

partially nude. She tested those rules and used them to her ability. She took the photo. Five hours 

later, John Lennon was shot and killed. The photo made the cover, along with her photo of his 

bloody glasses. 

 

Music was the center of her life. She was determined to change the way the artists were 

looked at. She created her own technique utilizing vibratant colors and lighting in her photos. 

She was also know to use animals and nature around her. For example, she took Leonardo 

DiCaprio to a lake and made him hold a swan. The swan then wrapped its neck around 

DiCaprio’s can made itself comfortable. She won awards for capturing intimacy with her 

subjects. Showing who they really are through one portrait. One of her famous quotes, “When I 

say I want to photograph someone, what it really means is that I'd like to know them. Anyone I 

know I photograph.” She developed a strong connection with her subject in a professional way. 

Her early photographs were black and white. Today, black and white, because of her, signifies a 

greater emotion with your subject. A new look into  your subjects never ending soul. Her later 

photographs were saturated with color. A trend not widely known at that time. Today, a new 

trend has appeared where a photo is taken in the bright sunlight with bright trees and bright green 

grass. She definitely made more than a dent in the photography industry. Her music photography 

on the other hand, opened a whole new door. A whole new look into the artists we listen to 

today.  



 

When she first started working for Rolling Stone, she was asked to tour internationally 

with the band, The Rolling Stones. Her mindset was that live photos were something everyone 

saw. Everyone saw the band play on stage. However, no one knew what they looked like or did 

backstage, even in a hotel room. She stated, “I sometimes find the surface interesting. To say that 

the mark of a good portrait is whether you get them or get the soul - I don't think this is possible 

all of the time.” She would follow them anywhere. Long days with hours on the road. She took 

intimate photos of the band in their hotel room when they were with their girlfriends, when they 

were smoking, or when they were struggling with life on the road. A photo mentioned earlier, 

she and Mickey James were in an elevator and she pulled out her camera. He pulled out a 

cigarette. Black and white, like all of the photos from the tour. She even photographed a 

controversial moment of one of the members. He was in his hotel room, in a ball. He was 

surrounded by pill bottles. This made modern photographers want to capture heartbreaking 

events. We have news photographers getting in the crossfire of a riot, photographers taking 

photos of fans at a festival with a bloody or broken nose, and photographers that photograph war 

and poverty. 

 

Annie Leibovitz made a huge change in her photography when Rolling Stone switched to 

color. She hadn’t had much of a fan base then, but people noticed. It was a huge change for her 

because she was never taught any lighting skills in school or her work force. She had to learn 

color herself. For a photographer to teach themselves color sounds simple, but it’s actually really 

hard. She had to teach herself color theory and how certain colors belong with each other. 



However, black and white was reintroduced to Rolling Stone when she was the official 

photographer for the Rolling Stones on their 1975 world tour. These black and white images 

portrayed the members in a way that no one had seen before. This inspired people to change the 

way we looked at art and music combined. These portraits showed the members “shirtless and 

gritty”, what fans of the time were categorized as. Annie Leibovitz only toured once. However, 

she shot many live shows on her downtime. She shot bands and artists such as Bruce Springsteen 

and Jack White. Jack White, being specifically in color.  

 

Annie Leibovitz had a troubled life later on, but that inspired her to keep moving. Her 

husband had died of Leukemia. Her father died of lung cancer. Her two daughters had to be born 

through a surrogate mother. She had looked at her photos on a wall and once told an interviewer 

that she wished it had more substance. Her photos had substance, but she wished that they had 

more of a story. All photos tell a story. Photographers that are inspired by Leibovitz use her 

technics and presets. When using color, she uses it vibrantly. Jack White for example, was 

photographed with an orange undertone. Setting the scene for a sunrise in the south. She also 

inspired other photographers to do what they want and capture what they want.  

 

During her time at school, at age 19, she captured Allen Ginsberg smoking on an 

Anti-Vietnam march. She was hesitant to show anybody, but soon submitted it to Rolling Stone. 

It became the cover of the June, 1970 issue. After that, she landed a full time job for the 

magazine. She was on Nixon’s helicopter as he fled the white house as well. She was one of the 

first woman photographers to do everything with a camera in her hands.  
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